Abstract. Suppose α is a rotationally symmetric norm on L ∞ (T) and β is a "nice" norm on L ∞ (Ω, µ) where µ is a σ-finite measure on Ω. We prove a version of Beurling's invariant subspace theorem for the space L β (µ, H α ) . Our proof uses the version of Beurling's theorem on H α (T) in [4] and measurable cross-section techniques. Our result significantly extends a result of H. Rezaei, S. Talebzadeh, and D. Y. Shin [8] .
Introduction
Among the classical results that exemplify strong links between complex analysis and operator theory, one of the most prominent places is occupied by the description of all shift-invariant subspaces in the Hardy spaces and its numerous generalizations (see [1] , [7] , [9] and [11] ). The original statement concerning the space H 2 of functions on the unit disk D was proved by A. Beurling [2] , [6] , and was later extended to H p classes by T. P. Srinivasan [10] . Further generalizations covering the vector-valued Hardy spaces (attributed to P. Lax, H. Helson, D. Lowdenslager, P. R. Halmos, J. Rovnyak and L. de Branges, but usually referred to as the Halmos-Beurling-Lax Theorem) were used to obtain a functional model for a class of subnormal operators. In [4] , the first author extended the H p result by replacing the p-norms with continuous rotationally symmetric norms α on L ∞ (m), where m is Haar measure on the unit circle T, and defining H α to be the α-completion of the set of polynomials. Recently, H. Rezaei, S. Talebzadeh, D. Y. Shin [8] described certain shift-invariant subspaces of H 2 (D, H) where H is a separable Hilbert space and D is the open unit disk in the complex plane C. In this paper, we prove a very general version of Beurling's theorem that includes the results in [8] and [4, Theorem 7 .8] as very special cases. A key ingredient is the theory of measurable cross-sections [2] .
Preliminaries
For 1 ≤ p < ∞, the Hardy space
is the space of all holomorphic functions f : D → C for which
An inner function φ ∈ H 2 is a bounded analytic function on D with non-tangential boundary values of modulus 1 a.e. m, where m is normalized arc-length measure on the unit circle T.
Suppose (Ω, µ) is a σ-finite measure space such that L 1 (µ) is separable. Let L ∞ 0 (µ) denote the set of (equivalence classes of) bounded measurable functions f : Ω → C such that µ f −1 (C\ {0}) < ∞, and let β be a norm on
Examples of such norms are the norms · p when 1 ≤ p < ∞. We define L β (µ) to be the completion of L ∞ 0 (µ) with respect to β. At this point we do not know that the elements of L β (µ) can be represented as measurable functions. This follows from part (5) of the following lemma, which also includes some basic facts about such norms β. Lemma 1. The following statements are true for (Ω, µ) and β as above.
(
The multiplication wf = f w can be extended from part (2) to the case where
is a separable Banach space.
Proof. (1)
. If |f | ≤ |g|, then there are two measurable functions u, v with |u| = |v| = 1 and
(2). Since |wf | ≤ w ∞ |f | , it follows from part (1) that
equipped with the norm β, so it has a unique bounded linear extension to the completion
At this point we do not know that f is a measurable function. Suppose µ (F ) < ∞ and ε > 0. It easily follows from part (4) that there is a δ > 0 such that when E ⊂ F and µ (E) < δ, we have
Since f n χ F → 0 in measure, there is an N 1 > N such that if n ≥ N 1 and if
So χ F f = 0 for every F ⊂ Ω with µ (F ) < ∞. It follows from part (4) and the fact that µ is σ-finite that β (f ) = lim β (f n ) = 0.
(6). Suppose |f | ≤ |g| and g ∈ L β (µ). We know from part (5) that g is a measurable function so there is a w ∈ L ∞ (µ) such that f = wg ∈ L β (µ) (by part (2)). (7) . Assume the hypothesis of part (7) holds and suppose ε > 0. Since µ is σ-finite, it follows that there is a subsequence {f n k } that converges to f a.e. (µ). Hence |f | ≤ h a.e. (µ). Then, by part (4), there is a δ such that E ⊂ Ω and µ (E) < δ implies β (χ E h) < ε/5. By part (6) 
Thus there is an N ∈ N such that, n ≥ N implies µ (E n ) < δ, which implies
Write Ω = ∪ n≥1 Ω n where {Ω n } is an increasing sequence of sets with µ (Ω n ) < ∞ for n ≥ 1. Since L 1 (µ) is separable, we can find a countable subset W n that is a
Suppose X is a separable Banach space and define
It is clear from part (1) of Lemma 1 that
Since
, it easily follows that parts (2) , (4) , (6) and (7) in Lemma 1 remain true if f ∈ L β (µ, X).
Proof. It is well known [5] that L 1 (µ, X) is separable. We can imitate the proof of part (8) of Lemma 1 to get the desired conclusion.
Recall that α is a rotationally symmetric norm on L ∞ (T) if
We say that a rotationally symmetric norm α is continuous if
If α is a continuous rotationally symmetric norm on L ∞ (T) , the space H α is defined in the first part to be the α-closure of the linear span of 1, z, z 2 , . . . . It is clear that H α is separable and H ∞ ⊂ H α . We also obtained a new version of Beurling's theorem in the first part, namely, that if M = {0} is a closed linear subspace of H α and zM ⊂ M , then M = ϕH α for some inner function ϕ ∈ H ∞ . It follows from Lemma 2 that L β (µ, H α ) is separable. We define L ∞ (µ, H ∞ ) to be the set of (equivalence classes) of bounded functions Φ : Ω → H ∞ that are weak*-measurable, and we define Φ ∞ to be the essential supremum of
is a Banach algebra, and, since H α is an H ∞ -module, we can make
It is also clear
We can also define the shift operator S on L β (µ, H α ) by
It is clear that S is an isometry on
L β (µ, H α ) and that S is an L ∞ (µ, H ∞ )-module homomorphism, i.e., S (Φf ) = Φ (Sf ) whenever f ∈ L β (µ, H α ) and Φ ∈ L ∞ (µ, H ∞ ).
The Main Result
Our main result (Theorem 1) is a generalization of the classical Beurling theorem for H p [10] and its extension to H α [4, Theorem 7.8] . A key tool is a result on measurable cross-sections taken from [2] . A subset A of a separable metric space Y is absolutely measurable if A is µ-measurable for every σ-finite Borel measure µ on Y . A function with domain Y is absolutely measurable if the inverse image of every Borel set is absolutely measurable.
Lemma 3. Suppose E is a Borel subset of a complete separable metric space and Y is a separable metric space and π : E → Y is continuous. Then π (E) is an absolutely measurable subset of Y and there is an absolutely measurable function ρ : π (E) → E such that (π • ρ) (y) = y for every y ∈ E.
Proof. Suppose (1) , (2) are true. It is clear that ΦL
is separable, M must be separable. We can choose a countable subset F of M such that F is dense in M, S (F ) ⊂ F , and F is a vector space over the field Q + iQ of complex-rational numbers. The elements of F are equivalence classes, but we can choose actual functions to represent F . Then, for each ω ∈ Ω, define M ω to be the H α -closure of {f (ω) : f ∈ F }.
We know µ is σ-finite, so there is an increasing sequence {Ω k } of sets of finite measure whose union is Ω. Since {α • (f n − h)} is a sequence in L β (µ), it follows from part (3) in the definition of β and the fact that µ is σ-finite, that χ Ω k α • (f n − h) → 0 in measure for each k ≥ 1, which, via the Cantor diagonalization argument, implies that there is a subsequence {α • (f n k − h)} that converges to 0 a.e. (µ). Thus, for almost every ω ∈ Ω, we have
Conversely, suppose h ∈ L β (µ, H α ) and h (ω) ∈ M ω a.e. (µ). By redefining h (ω) = 0 on a set of measure 0, we can assume that h (ω) ∈ M ω for every ω ∈ Ω. Let
H α ×(0, 1)×N with the product topology (giving (0, 1) the metric from the homeomorphism with R). Then X is a complete separable metric space and the set E of elements (g, g 1 , g 2 , . . . , ε, n) such that α (g − g n ) ≤ ε is closed in X. Hence E is a complete separable metric space. Define π :
by π (g, g 1 , g 2 , . . . , ε, n) = (g, g 1 , g 2 , . . . , ε) . It follows from Lemma 3 that
is absolutely measurable and that there is an absolutely measurable cross-section ρ : π (E) → E such that π (ρ (y)) = y for every y ∈ π (E). Suppose ε > 0. Since µ is σ-finite there is a function u : Ω → R such that 0 < u < 1 and β (u) ≤ ε, i.e., if Ω is a disjoint union of sets {E n } with finite measure, we can let
.
We can write F = {f 1 , f 2 , . . .} and define Γ : Ω → Y by
Since ρ is absolutely measurable, ρ • Γ is measurable, and if we write
we see that n : Ω → N is measurable and
and, by part (6) of Lemma 1, Since α • f ∈ L β (µ) and χ WN (ω) α (f (ω)) → 0 pointwise, it follows from the general dominated convergence theorem, part (7) of Lemma 1 that
Hence f ∈ M . But M is closed, ε > 0 was arbitrary and β (f − h) ≤ ε, so h ∈ M . This proves the claim.
We next show that zM ω ⊂ M ω for every ω ∈ Ω. Indeed, recalling that F = {f 1 , f 2 , . . .} and S (F ) ⊂ F , we see from the fact that multiplication by z is an isometry on H α that zM ω = z {f 1 (ω) , f 2 (w) , . . .} It follows from our version of Beurling's theorem [4, Theorem 7.8 ] that either each M ω = 0 or M ω = ϕH α for some inner function ϕ ∈ H ∞ . Let I be the set of inner functions in H ∞ . The algebra H ∞ can be viewed as an algebra of (multiplication) operators on H 2 , where the weak*-topology corresponds
